Frequency and displacement amplitude relations for normal hand tremor.
Spectral analysis of hand tremor records obtained from normal subjects during continuous extension of the hand for 15-45 min revealed that the root-mean-square (rms) displacement amplitude of the tremor increased from control levels of about 30 mum to levels on the order of 100-1,000 times control. Associated with this increase in the displacement was a systematic decrease in the hand tremor frequency from control values of 8-9 Hz to values of 4-6 Hz. Spectral analysis of demodulated extensor EMG records indicated a consistent relation between EMG modulation amplitude at the tremor frequency and the tremor displacement amplitude for tremor records with rms displacement above about 100 mum. No consistent relation was found between these two variables for tremor records with displacements below 100 mum. Consideration of both mechanical and neural reflex effects indicated that a viscoelastic-mass mechanism primarily determined the small-amplitude (less than 100 mum) tremors, while the large displacement tremors may have involved both mechanical and neural feed back factors.